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As medical malpractice insurance
has become more costly and complicated,
and with seemingly ever-changing regulations,
partnering with a reputable
and physician-minded insurance company
has proven nearly impossible...

Until now.

As one of the most highly
respected physicians in
your field, we invite you
to join us as a stockholder
in Doctors’ Armor, while
simultaneously attaining
peace of mind with your
own malpractice insurance.

We didn’t like the options…
so we created our own.

One might say it is out of pure frustration that

growth provides a likelihood of increased

Doctors’ Armor exists today. In 2006, a group

stock value, and a real opportunity for asset

of the most highly respected physicians in

growth. This provides residual benefit over time

Florida decided to make a difference. In

and the potential for a much larger benefit in

response to the commercial insurance carriers’

the future. It is the only malpractice insurance

resistance to lowering their premiums —

that has a secondary goal of creating a return

despite the enactment of tort reform years

on investment for you, the stockholder.

prior — a new type of malpractice insurance
was born. One that is physician owned and
managed. One that puts the needs of the
physician first. One that actually pays the
physician back.

Doctors’ Armor can also help you
reduce your practice’s overhead.
As a stockholder in Doctors’ Armor, you will
also be eligible to participate in Blackmaple
Group, a large, nationwide purchasing alliance

Turn your malpractice insurance
into an investment by choosing
Doctors’ Armor.

composed of physicians. Current stockholders are

With most medical liability carriers, doctors

your needs, the overall savings with this one

simply pay a sizable premium year after year

benefit could offset your malpractice premium.

and that money is gone forever. Doctors’

We are always working on innovative ways to

Armor, however, provides a unique financial

counteract the cost and frustration of malpractice

opportunity. Since every insured physician

insurance; this is a perfect example!

becomes a stockholder, future company

seeing savings of 15-40% on routine purchases
of office and medical supplies. Depending on

We protect our own. Doctors’ Armor not only provides the best
financial protection, but also vigorously defends your reputation
and professional well-being.

You will never want to change
your malpractice insurance again.

Like it or not, malpractice insurance is a necessary evil for all
physicians. Thankfully, with Doctors’ Armor, the decision

Your coverage includes:
Regulatory Investigation Fees

makers are physicians practicing within your community
which means you can rest assured knowing your needs

Locum Tenens Coverage

are on point with those of the decision makers. When new

ARNP & PA Coverage

legislation changes or liability issues arise — you won’t have

Practice Coverage

to wonder if they are being addressed with your best interest
at heart — they are at the very forefront of every course of
action. This company was not built to please profit-driven

Available discounts:
New To Practice

decision makers. It was built to protect physicians, by
physicians, and reward them financially in the process.

Part-Time
Florida Medical Society

Financial stability and personal attention
with Doctors’ Armor is second to none.

Claims-Free

Doctors’ Armor has a strong partnership with its reinsurers,

Group

which include several A+ rated medical liability insurance

Risk Management

companies. Often, these partners provide more than just
reinsurance. If you ever need to utilize your policy, you
will have at your service the best financial backing, highly
personalized care and attention, and more than 40 years
of experience in the medical liability industry. You will not
only be vigorously defended and protected financially,
but also treated with grace and sensitivity when it comes
to your professional well-being.

Board Certified

Become part of something bigger than just an insurance policy.
Malpractice insurance is an unfortunate necessity. Doctors’ Armor gives
the control back to the physician. You have been selected to become a
shareholder in a company started by physicians, owned by physicians and
operated to benefit and protect physicians. Become insured and vested at
the same time, while reaping money-saving benefits that will pay you back!

doctors-armor.com
Call today for more information and a free, no obligation quote.
T: 813.513.3041 | F: 888.608.6327

